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Abstract. This paper attempts a comprehensive study of
deadlock detection in distributed database systems. First, the
two predominant deadlock models in these systems and the
four different distributed deadlock detection approaches are
discussed. Afterwards, a new deadlock detection algorithm is
presented. The algorithm is based on dynamically creating
deadlock detection agents(DDAs), each being responsible
for detecting deadlocks in one connected component of the
global wait-for-graph (WFG). The DDA scheme is a “self-
tuning” system: after an initial warm-up phase, dedicated
DDAs will be formed for “centers of locality”, i.e., parts of
the system where many conflicts occur. A dynamic shift in
locality of the distributed system will be responded to by
automatically creating new DDAs while the obsolete ones
terminate. In this paper, we also compare the most compet-
itive representative of each class of algorithms suitable for
distributed database systems based on a simulation model,
and point out their relative strengths and weaknesses. The
extensive experiments we carried out indicate that our newly
proposed deadlock detection algorithm outperforms the other
algorithms in the vast majority of configurations and work-
loads and, in contrast to all other algorithms, is very robust
with respect to differing load and access profiles.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade, computing systems have undergone
a rapid development, which has a great impact on distributed
database systems. While commercial systems are gradually
maturing, new challenges are imposed by the world-wide
interconnection of computer systems. This creates an ever
growing need for large-scale enterprise-wide distributed so-
lutions. Mariposa [SAL+96] is a recent prototype of a system
addressing this demand. In future, distributed database sys-
tems will have to support hundreds or even thousands of sites
and millions of clients and, therefore, will face tremendous

scalability challenges with regard to performance, availabil-
ity and administration.

Deadlocks can arise in each database system that per-
mits concurrent execution of transactions using pessimistic
synchronization schemes, i.e., locking protocols, which is
the case in most of todays (distributed) database systems. In
centralized database systems, deadlock detection and reso-
lution has been thoroughly investigated, e.g., in [ACM87].
Deadlocks have also been studied in other areas, such as
operating systems.

Surveys of earlier work on distributed deadlock detection
in distributed database systems are given in [Kna87, Elm86,
Sin89]. The surveys described different algorithms, but no
quantitative analysis, in terms of benchmarking, has been
carried out.

First, we describe the two predominant deadlock mod-
els underlying locking-based database transaction synchro-
nization. Then, the four different distributed deadlock detec-
tion approaches are briefly surveyed: timeout, path-pushing,
probing and global state detection schemes, and representa-
tives of these classes are described.

To reflect the new developments, we present a new dead-
lock detection algorithm designed for distributed object sys-
tems. Also, a comprehensive simulation study of different
deadlock detection algorithms is given.

In our computational model, transactions are carried out
under the control of a transaction manager; synchronization
is achieved by a two-phase locking scheme, which could, for
example, be based on semantic locking. The locking scheme
is entirely under the control of the object managers. The ex-
ecution and commit processing of transactions is controlled
by the transaction managers.

The proposed algorithm detects deadlocks by dynami-
cally creatingdeadlock detection agents(DDAs). Each DDA
maintains one part of the wait-for-graph (WFG) and searches
for cycles. In the resource model (the underlying deadlock
model of database transactions) a cycle always constitutes
a deadlock. Transactions start executing without any DDA.
Only if a conflict with some other transaction(s) occurs does
a transaction become associated with a DDA: either a DDA
one of the conflicting transactions was already associated
with or, if no such DDA exists, a newly created one. If two
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transactions that are already associated with different DDAs
encounter a conflict, their two DDAs are merged into a sin-
gle one. This scheme guarantees that all, but only “real”,
deadlocks will be detected, which is one of the main prob-
lems distributed deadlock detection algorithms face.

In a large-scale distributed database system one can ex-
pect that centers of locality will be formed. These centers
of locality comprise those transactions that access (compete
for) the same objects. The DDA scheme automatically es-
tablishes different DDAs for different centers of locality,
thereby decentralizing the deadlock detection.

The DDA scheme is a “self-tuning” system. After an
initial warm-up phase, dedicated DDAs will become estab-
lished for each center of locality. Moreover, if a shift in
the system’s load is encountered, e.g., because of a shift
of activity between different time zones in the course of a
day within an enterprise-wide distributed system, the DDA
scheme adapts automatically. New DDAs will be created for
the newly forming centers of locality and the obsolete DDAs
will eventually terminate.

In order to evaluate the performance of different schemes,
we built a simulation system and chose to implement rep-
resentatives of different classes of algorithms that seem to
be the most efficient ones and are suitable for distributed
database systems. We have implemented the following algo-
rithms: 1) the DDA approach as the representative of global
state detection algorithms, 2) the edge-chasing algorithm de-
scribed in [RB89] that generates the fewest messages, 3) the
often cited path-pushing algorithm of System R* [Obe82]
and 4) different timeout approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we outline the underlying model of computation. Section 3
gives an overview of the deadlock problem and the two
deadlock models that mainly apply in distributed database
systems. A classification of distributed algorithms for these
models and representatives of the different classes are de-
scribed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the new deadlock detection
scheme is presented. The performance comparison of the
different algorithms is reported in Sect. 6. Section 7 con-
cludes this paper.

2 The model of computation

The investigation of distributed deadlock detection algo-
rithms presented here is based on a very general distributed
database model, consisting of a collection of sites on which
transactions and objects are residing. The execution and
commit processing of transactions is controlled bytransac-
tion managers(TMs), while objects are controlled byobject
managers(OMs). An OM receives requests for operation
executions upon the objects it controls, sent by TMs, and
communicates the objects’ answers back to the TMs. In or-
der to simplify the presentation, but without loss of general-
ity, we assume that each TM and OM controls only a single
transaction and object, respectively. Therefore, we will often
synonymously use the term transaction for TM and object
for OM.

In our model, each object and transaction has a unique
identifier. Many deadlock detection algorithms require a total
ordering on transactions for deadlock resolution and assume

that the transactions’ identifiers can be used for this pur-
pose, e.g., to determine the youngest transaction. However,
after a transaction is aborted, it has to be restarted with a
new identifier, otherwise information regarding the aborted
and the restarted execution of the transaction could not be
distinguished, possibly leading to inconsistencies. However,
changing the identifier could alter the ordering of transac-
tions, e.g., an old transaction might become the youngest.
To avoid this, in our system, a transaction is associated with
a timestamp (additionally to the identifier), indicating the
time it has entered the system, which is not modified after
an abort, and can therefore be used for transaction ordering.
For simplicity reasons, in the rest of the paper, we use iden-
tifiers for the ordering of transactions and assume that they
contain such a timestamp.

Transactions and objects communicate via asynchronous
message passing. Transactions send, through their TMs, re-
quests to objects, i.e., to their OMs, which, in turn, send
acknowledgements (and/or results) back to the TMs.

We assume an error-free communication, meaning that
each message sent arrives within finite time and is transmit-
ted correctly. This assumption is needed by deadlock detec-
tion algorithms, since they gather information through mes-
sages. If messages would get lost, deadlocks might not be
detected. In systems in which this cannot be guaranteed, e.g.,
when parts of the system are connected through an unreli-
able network, transactions have to set a timeout and abort
after it expires. This is similar to what is done in other sys-
tems using network communication, e.g., the WWW, ftp,
etc.. This timeout to handle communication errors should
not be confused with the timeout approach to detect trans-
action deadlocks. The communication timeout is supposed
to handle the rare cases in which a message cannot be de-
livered and, therefore, is set to a much larger value than the
timeout handling deadlocks.

A two-phase locking protocol is assumed. During the
first phase, TMs request operation executions on (possibly)
different objects; the acquired locks are maintained by the
OMs on behalf of the holding transaction. In the second
phase, the TMs initiate the commit processing, after which
the locks are released.

A transactionTi consists of a sequence [O1.opi1(. . .);
O2.opi2(. . .); . . .] of operation invocationsopij

(. . .) on one
or several objectsOj ; the “(. . .)” denotes additional param-
eters of the invocation. The corresponding TM requests the
execution of the operations in strictly sequential order; that
is, it first sends a message to objectO1 requesting the in-
vocation of operationopi1(. . .). The next request, i.e., the
one to objectO2 requesting the execution ofopi2(. . .), is not
sent before the TM receives an acknowledgement fromO1
that the requested invocationopi1(. . .) has been successfully
executed. Thus, transactions are single-threaded.

An object manager receives the requests for operation
invocations on its object and schedules them in some or-
der (e.g., FIFO). The object manager maintains the lock ta-
ble and a compatibility matrix in which the commutativity
of any two operation invocations is maintained. Based on
this information, the OM decides whether or not the locks
needed for the requested operation can be granted. If not,
the operation invocation is delayed and, thereby, the par-
ticular transaction’s execution is blocked until the required
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locks are available. If the locks can be granted, the OM as-
sociates the lock mode with the corresponding transaction
and invokes the requested operation.

We adopt a semantic lock model [SS84, Kor83], which
is more flexible than an exclusive or read/write lock model.
With the exclusive lock model, an object can be accessed by
only one transaction at a time. The read/write lock model, in
contrast, allows multiple readers to hold locks on an object
at the same time, while writers need exclusive locks.

The semantic lock model exploits the semantics of op-
erations, i.e., their commutativity, to increase the possible
concurrency, so even multiple transactions updating a data
item can concurrently hold locks on it. Consider an object
bankconsisting of a set ofaccounts. With semantic locking,
if transactionT1 has made a deposit toacct1, transactionT2
could also deposit money to this account, beforeT1 releases
the corresponding lock. This is possible since two deposit
operations commute, i.e., their order of execution is irrele-
vant.

3 The general deadlock problem

In the vast majority of modern database systems concurrency
control is based on locking mechanisms. Most systems em-
ploy thestrict 2PL protocol [GR93]. Locking protocols can
lead to deadlocks. Adeadlockis a permanent, circular wait
condition. A set of transactions isdeadlocked iffeach of the
transactions waits for locks held by other transactions from
this set [BHG87]. All transactions from the set are in a wait-
ing state, i.e., are blocked, and none of them will become
unblocked without interference from outside.

Different locking models can be used by concurrency
control algorithms. In theexclusiveand theread/write lock
models, a transaction waiting for a lock to be granted has
to wait for all transactions currently holding locks on that
object. When semantic locking is employed, a transaction
may have to wait for only a subset of the holders of the ob-
ject. Also, different transactions being blocked on the same
object may have to wait for different subsets of holders of
the object.

Handling deadlocks involves two problems:deadlock de-
tection and deadlock resolution. In a DBMS, deadlock res-
olution means that one of the participating transactions, the
victim, is chosen to be aborted, thereby resolving the dead-
lock.

A deadlock detection algorithm is correct if it satisfies
two conditions: 1) every deadlock is eventually detected (ba-
sic progress property), and 2) every detected deadlock really
exists, i.e., only genuine deadlocks are detected (safety prop-
erty).

While the first condition is intuitive, the second one
needs to be explained. Although a deadlock is a stable prop-
erty, due to stale information it is possible that the same
deadlock is detected and/or resolved twice. Detected dead-
locks that do not really exist (anymore) are calledphantom
deadlocks, see [KS94b]. One could argue that an algorithm
detecting phantom deadlocks could still be considered cor-
rect; but unnecessary transaction aborts are too expensive to
be tolerable.

Each deadlock detection algorithm may detect phantom
deadlocks ifspontaneous abortsare permitted. If an algo-
rithm decides to abort a transaction in order to resolve a
deadlock, and at the same time some other transaction in-
volved in the same deadlock aborts spontaneously, thus re-
solving the deadlock, the algorithm is breaking a phantom
deadlock. Therefore, we will assume that no spontaneous
aborts occur in the system.

3.1 Wait-for-graph

Blocking conditions between transactions can be represented
through a transaction WFG. A WFG is a directed graph in
which nodes correspond to transactions and a directed edge
from Ti to Tj expresses thatTi waits for a resource cur-
rently held byTj . A deadlock can be detected by examining
the structure of the WFG. Which graph structures indicate
a deadlock depends on which deadlock model applies, as
described in the next section.

3.2 Different deadlock models

Depending on the computational model, mainly on the types
of requests made by transactions, different deadlock models
apply. In distributed DBMSs, thesingle-resourceand the
AND model are prevailing, so only those will be discussed
here. Descriptions of the other models such as the OR model
and the general model, which are much less common, are
given in [BO81, MC82, Kna87, KS94a, BHRS95].

The simplest, and most widely used model in DBMSs is
the single-resourcemodel. In this model, a transaction has
only one outstanding request at a time, i.e., it requests a lock
on one object, waits until it is granted and only afterwards
requests a lock on the next object. Although a transaction
has only one outgoing request at a time, it may wait for
more than one transaction. [Kna87] erroneously concludes
that in the single-resource model a transaction can wait for
only one other transaction, implying that each node in the
WFG has only one outgoing edge. This is true only for the
exclusive locking model.

A deadlock in the single-resource model corresponds to
a cycle in the WFG. Therefore, algorithms for this model
declare a deadlock when a cycle of waiting transactions is
determined. The cycle is resolved if one of the involved
transactions is aborted, thereby releasing its locks.

Numerous algorithms have been proposed for this model
[Obe82, RBC88, Bad86, SH89, MM79, KS91]. Some of
these algorithms will be described in Sect. 4.

In a computational model in which a transaction can send
more than one request at a time and has to wait untilall of
them are granted, deadlocks are described by theAND (or
resource) model. This model applies, for instance, in systems
supporting nested transactions, or when a transaction can
request locks on several objects simultaneously. A deadlock
in this model is again indicated through a cycle in the WFG.

As far as we can see, some of the algorithms designed
for the single-resource model could easily be extended for
deadlock detection in a model in which a transaction can
issue multiple requests at a time. Since the models are so
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similar, sometimes the authors claim that their algorithms are
for the AND model, although the computational model they
describe is a single-resource one, e.g., [RBC88], while oth-
ers make restrictions to their model, basically reducing it to
a single-resource model [Obe82]. An algorithm for deadlock
detection in the AND model is given in [LK95], but it is not
clear how deadlocks can be resolved with this algorithm. Al-
gorithms especially designed for DBMSs supporting nested
transactions are [Ruk91, RHGL97].

4 Distributed deadlock detection algorithms

Numerous deadlock detection algorithms have been de-
veloped for distributed DBMSs; surveys can be found in
[Kna87, Elm86, Sin89]. This paper focuses on distributed
algorithms for the single-resource and the AND model only.
We classify the distributed algorithms based on the technique
they use, similar to the classification proposed in [Kna87],
explain the different techniques and describe one represen-
tative of each class in more detail. We chose those algo-
rithms that appear to be the best in their class, i.e., induce
the fewest number of messages and are correct or detect the
fewest phantom deadlocks in their class. First, in Sect. 4.1,
we will take a look at deadlock resolution strategies.

4.1 Deadlock resolution

Deadlock resolution strategies determine which transaction(s)
are to be aborted in order to resolve the deadlock(s). Many
resolution strategies have been proposed for centralized sys-
tems. Some of them have been compared by [ACM87] in a
simulation study of a centralized system. Based on the results
of the simulation, two conditions each resolution strategy
should guarantee were determined: 1) it is always guaran-
teed that at least one transaction in the system can finish
(guaranteed forward progress), and 2) no transaction will
be aborted (and restarted) an indefinite number of times (no
indefinite restarts).

The first condition is related to thebasic progress prop-
erty stated in Sect. 3. This property guarantees that no dead-
lock will exist forever, but it does not ensure that any trans-
action will ever finish. This is ensured by the first of the
above conditions, by guaranteeing that the transaction pro-
cessing will progress. A deadlock detection and resolution
algorithm can achieve what is intuitively expected, i.e., that
every transaction that enters the system will eventually fin-
ish, only if the deadlock detection is correct, i.e., fulfills the
conditions given in Sect. 3,and the resolution strategy guar-
antees the above conditions. Obviously, the given conditions
also hold for distributed DBMSs.

4.2 The timeout approach

In this algorithm, a transaction sets a timeout every time
it makes an operation request. If it does not receive the
acknowledgement that the operation has been executed suc-
cessfully before the timeout expires, it assumes that it is
involved in a deadlock and aborts.

The algorithm is simple and therefore easy to implement.
Also, it does not cause any network traffic due to deadlock
detection. The main disadvantage of the algorithm is that it
aborts too many transactions. The algorithm aborts transac-
tions that may not be deadlocked, thus causing unnecessary
roll-backs and restarts of transactions.

Another disadvantage is that the timeout interval has to
be tuned. If it is too short, even more transactions are un-
necessarily aborted; if it is too long, deadlocks will per-
sist in the system for a long time, thus delaying transac-
tions in the deadlock and those waiting for locks held by
them. Therefore, the timeout interval has to be chosen care-
fully, which is difficult when applications of widely differ-
ing profiles are running in the system. Usually, it is set to
be much longer than the average execution time of a trans-
action [BN97, Hof94].

In [BN97], it is said that it may sometimes be desirable
to abort too many transactions, since if a transaction waits
for a longer time than the timeout interval although it is not
deadlocked, this indicates that the locking load is too high.
This may be true, but a deadlock detection algorithm should
not be responsible for the scheduling.

Another drawback of this algorithm is its “resolution
strategy”. The timeout scheme can neither guarantee that
one transaction can finish, nor that a transaction will not be
aborted an indefinite number of times. In particular, when
the load is high, long transactions have no chance to get
through.

However, the algorithm performs surprisingly well in
distributed DBMSs1 if it is carefully tuned, and therefore,
many systems have implemented it because of its simplic-
ity [BN97].

To alleviate the drawbacks of the timeout approach, some
systems, e.g., Oracle [LMB97], introduce a deadlock detec-
tor at each site, responsible for detecting local deadlocks.
Deadlocks involving not only local transactions are resolved
through a timeout.

4.3 Classification of distributed algorithms

Many different distributed deadlock detection algorithms for
distributed DBMSs have been published. They can be di-
vided into the following categories (cf. [Kna87]): 1) path-
pushing, 2) probe-based, and 3) global state detection algo-
rithms.

Before we describe the different classes and algorithms,
we will summarize the assumptions we make. They have
been explained in previous sections, here we recall them.
The first two assumptions regard the behavior of transac-
tions. They follow the 2PL protocol, and do not sponta-
neously abort. Further, an error-free communication is as-
sumed, meaning that each message reaches its destination
within finite time and that each received message is correct.
Of course, algorithms also have to assume that there is a
total ordering on transactions, so they can choose a victim
to resolve a deadlock.2 Some algorithms make additional
assumptions that will be pointed out in the algorithm’s de-
scription.

1 For centralized DBMSs it performs poorly, as shown in [ACM87].
2 In our system, the transaction’s identifier can be used for this purpose.
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4.4 Path-pushing algorithms

Path-pushing algorithms explicitly maintain the WFG. Each
site periodically collects local wait dependencies, builds a
local WFG, searches for cycles in it, and resolves the cycles
it detects. Parts of the rest of the WFG are sent to some
other (neighboring) sites. They incorporate the received wait
dependencies into their local WFG and search for cycles in
it. Afterwards the site again passes parts of the WFG on to
other sites.

It is interesting to observe that many of the published
path-pushing algorithms have turned out to be incorrect.
Most of them detect phantom deadlocks, while some algo-
rithms even fail to detect real ones. For example a coun-
terexample to the algorithm presented in [MM79] is given
in [GS80].

Obermarck’s algorithm

The algorithm by Obermarck [Obe82] was implemented in
System R* [WDH+81] and optimizes the path-pushing strat-
egy by sending a part of a possible cycle, i.e., a “path”, to
another site only in case the first transaction in the path has
a higher priority than the last one. This reduces the number
of messages by one half.

Despite this optimization, the algorithm imposes signifi-
cant overhead when it performs deadlock detection. This is
done periodically, so the whole WFG has to be searched for
cycles.3 Additionally, the paths that have to be sent to other
sites have to be identified. Also, incorporating newly arrived
paths from one site implies that the previous information re-
ceived from this site has to be exchanged in the WFG for
the new information.

In [Elm86], it is stated that the algorithm detects phantom
deadlocks, since the parts of the WFG sent between the sites
belong to asynchronously taken snapshots, i.e., might be in-
consistent. Even if the snapshots were taken synchronously,
the algorithm might detect false deadlocks, since inconsis-
tencies can arise due to the breaking of cycles by the algo-
rithm itself.

4.5 Probe-based algorithms

Probe-based algorithms do not explicitly maintain the WFG,
but send a special kind of messages,probes, along the edges
of the WFG. There are two kinds of probe-based algorithms:
edge-chasing and diffusing computation.

4.5.1 Edge-chasing algorithms

When a transactionTi requests an operation execution on
an object and becomes blocked because it has to wait for
locks held by other transactions, a probe is sent to each of
these transactions, i.e.,Ti initiates a probe computation. A
blocked transaction that receives a probe has to forward it to

3 When deadlock detection is done continuously, it has to be checked
only whether the new edge(s) have created a cycle.

all transactions holding locks it waits for. If a probe initiated
by Ti returns toTi, this probe must have traversed a cycle
which constitutes a deadlock.

A transaction that has requested an operation execution
does not know whether it is blocked or the operation is cur-
rently being processed. Also, if it is blocked, it does not
know which transactions it waits for. Objects have this in-
formation, so, in fact, they send the initiation probe on behalf
of the blocked transaction. For the same reasons, a transac-
tion forwards the probes to the object it waits for and the
object then sends the probes to the appropriate transactions.

Numerous edge-chasing algorithms have been developed
[CM82, CMH83, RBC88, SN85, SH89, KS91, CKST89,
LK95]; again, some of them turned out to be incorrect,
see [RBC88, CKST89, KS91].

We will describe the algorithm by Roesler et al. [RBC88,
RB88, RB89], which is an improvement of [CM82, SN85].
The algorithm seems to induce the least amount of messages
and detects fewer phantom deadlocks than other algorithms
in this class. Moreover, it can handle semantic locking, while
some algorithms, such as [SN85], can handle only exclusive
locking.

Algorithm by Roesler et al.

In order to reduce message traffic in this algorithm, ob-
jects forward probes only to those transactions that have
an identifier4 lower than that of the initiator of the probe.
Probes that are being sent to transactions with a lower iden-
tifier are calledantagonisticprobes.

The strategy of sending only antagonistic probes reduces
the number of messages and additionally assures that each
cycle will be detected only once. Only the probe initiated by
the transaction with the highest identifier will be forwarded
through the whole cycle.

To reduce the number of probe initiations, transactions as
well as objects store the probes that they receive in order to
forward them when a dependency occurs at some later time.
This is necessary in order to avoid periodical re-initiation
of deadlock detection, which would drastically increase the
number of messages.

However, the stored probes incur a performance penalty.
They have to be removed when a deadlock is detected in or-
der to bring the WFG back to a consistent state. Therefore,
an object detecting that an antagonistic edge has ceased to
exist has to send an (antagonistic)antiprobefor each probe
that has arrived along the edge corresponding to the disap-
pearing dependency. The antiprobe mimics the behavior of
the probe, i.e., it follows the same paths and “cleans up” the
WFG.

Sending antiprobes reduces, but does not eliminate, the
likelihood of detecting phantom deadlocks [RB88]. A probe
may pass along an edge that has ceased to exist before the
antiprobe deletes it, thus detecting a phantom deadlock.

The algorithm is designed for the single-resource model.
It makes the additional assumption that messages arrive in
the order in which they were sent.

4 Identifiers are used to denote the priority of a transaction.
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4.5.2 Diffusing computation

In algorithms in this class, a transaction starts a diffusing
computation [DS80, Cha82] when it has to wait for a lock.
A deadlock is indicated if the computation terminates.

A node of a directed graph starts a diffusing computation
by sending messages to its successors. Upon receiving such a
message, a node can send messages to its successors, and so
on. In order to determine when a diffusing computation ter-
minates, nodes can also receive signals from their successors
and send signals to their predecessor [DS80, Cha82]. Based
on the signals it receives, the initiator can decide whether it
is deadlocked or not.

Using diffusing computation is an “overkill” for the de-
tection of single-resource and AND-model deadlocks. In
these models, a deadlock is indicated by a probe that returns
to its initiator, which induces much less overhead than dif-
fusing computation. Therefore, algorithms based on diffus-
ing computation [KS94a, KS97, MC82] are usually designed
for more complex deadlock models for which edge-chasing
algorithms cannot be used.

4.6 Global state detection

The main problem distributed deadlock detection algorithms
encounter is that information may be stale and/or inconsis-
tent, thus leading to the detection of phantom deadlocks. To
avoid this, global state detection algorithms try to obtain a
consistent snapshot of the WFG, and search for deadlocks
in it.

In [CL85], an algorithm is given that online obtains a
consistent snapshot of the system. An algorithm for detec-
tion of generalized deadlocks using these snapshots is pre-
sented in [BT87]. Another algorithm, also for the generalized
model, is presented in [CDAS96]. However, this approach
appears to be rather inefficient, since each blocked transac-
tion initiates a deadlock detection process.

An algorithm for the AND model is presented in [ESL88].
In this algorithm, one TM, e.g.,TMi, will have full control
over all transactions that are in the same connected com-
ponent of the WFG asTi, and will additionally manage all
objects any of these transactions have accessed.TMi will
also maintain the corresponding part of the WFG and search
for cycles in it. If the component splits into two (or more)
components,TMi will pass over the control of the com-
ponent(s) it is not part of to a TM in the new component.
Note that a split of the WFG here means that the WFG has
split and the sets of objects accessed by transactions from
different components are disjunctive.

The algorithm assumes synchronous communication, i.e.,
when a transaction wants to make a request to an object, it
has to wait until the object is ready to receive it. Despite
this unrealistic simplification, the algorithm incurs a severe
overhead. All requests for operation executions to an object
on which some transaction holds a lock will have to be
forwarded, so sometimes a local request might go to a distant
site. Also, a TM will take charge over another TM even when
they do not conflict but only access the same object.

In Sect. 5, we present a new global state detection al-
gorithm. The algorithm creates agents to which objects, i.e.,

their OMs, report wait dependencies between transactions, so
the agents can perform deadlock detection. Different agents
are responsible for different parts of the WFG, i.e., different
connected components within the WFG and have a consis-
tent snapshot of it. The algorithm is easy to integrate in a
system, deals with asynchronous message passing and does
not even depend on correct message ordering.

5 Deadlock detection agents (DDAs)

The main idea of the algorithm is to distribute the informa-
tion about the global WFG between different agents, called
DDAs, in a way that, for every cycle in the graph, there is
one DDA having complete information about it. Each cycle
belongs to one connected component of the global WFG, so
for each connected component, there will eventually be one
DDA responsible for detecting cycles in it.

This is achieved by allowing transactions to be associated
with at most one DDA. Since only one DDA detects dead-
locks one transaction is involved in, the same deadlock will
not be detected twice, which is an inherent problem other
algorithms for distributed deadlock detection encounter. By
guaranteeing that, for each node in the WFG, there is only
one DDA having outgoing edges from this node in its part
of the graph, the algorithm avoids detecting phantom dead-
locks. This will be explained in more detail in Sect. 5.6.
Moreover, a DDA has information about the whole con-
nected component it is responsible for, and can therefore
even further reduce the number of transactions to be aborted
by deliberately choosing the victim.

The emergence of a new connected component leads to
the creation of a new DDA. In case two connected com-
ponents of the WFG join to one component, the two cor-
responding DDAs are also merged, and when the part of
the global WFG one DDA is responsible for disappears, the
DDA terminates.

The algorithm will be presented for the single-resource
model. We will also show how to extend it for the AND
model. The DDA scheme does not require a particular lock
model; all it assumes is that there is a component reporting
every dependency to a DDA.

In a large-scale distributed database system, it is likely
that different types of transactions access different groups
of objects, thereby creating centers of locality. Dependen-
cies will arise between transactions belonging to the same
center, building connected components of the WFG. In an
initial warm-up phase, dedicated DDAs for these centers of
locality will be formed. Due to commits or aborts of trans-
actions, one connected component can split up into different
connected components. In this case, the corresponding DDA
is responsible for cycle detection in all of these components.
If the connected components belong to the same center of lo-
cality, they will most likely soon merge into one connected
component again. If, however, the connected components
split because the access profile of the system shifted such
that new centers of locality emerge, new DDA(s) will auto-
matically emerge and the previous DDA(s) will eventually
terminate.

The DDA scheme combines the advantages of distributed
deadlock detection algorithms (e.g., load distribution, local-
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ization of deadlock detection in the vicinity of the involved
transactions) with the global view of (parts of) the WFG the
centralized scheme has, thus getting the best of both worlds.
It avoids detecting phantom deadlocks despite its distribu-
tion. Moreover, it can dynamically adjust to the system’s
load and, in particular, it automatically adjusts to shifts in
the system’s hot spots by forming new DDAs in that vicinity.

The algorithm does not make additional assumptions
to those described in Sect. 4.3, i.e., 2PL, error-free mes-
sage transmission, and no spontaneous aborts of transactions.
For deadlock resolution, a total ordering of transactions is
needed.

5.1 DDA creation

The proposed algorithm dynamically creates DDAs when
they are needed. A deadlock can occur only if there exists a
conflicting lock on at least one object. As long as there are
no conflicting lock requests, i.e., there are no dependencies
between the accessing transactions, no DDA is needed. The
lock management in the underlying model is done by the
objects themselves, i.e., their object managers, hence, they
are also responsible for the creation of DDAs.

When a transaction requests an operation on an object
on which another transaction already holds a lock that con-
flicts with the one required for the requested operation, a
DDA is needed. If the object has no knowledge of a DDA
– even if one of the involved transactions already is as-
sociated with one – a new DDA has to be created.5 The
object creates it and passes the dependencies to it. All of
the involved transactions become associated with the DDA.
Becoming associated with a DDA means that the transaction
is sent the identifier of the DDA and that all following oper-
ation requests by this transaction will contain the identifier
of its DDA. The object that created the DDA records the
association of a transaction with its DDA.

An example is shown in Fig. 1.T2 and T5 are holding
non-conflicting locks onO1, and none of the transactions
is associated with a DDA.T1, also not yet associated with
a DDA, requires a lock conflicting with locks held byT2
and T5 (denoted through dashed arrows). So dependencies
T1 → T2 andT1 → T5 arise.O1 creates DDAD5 and passes
the dependencies to it. The object records the association of
the transactions withD5. After being created,D5 sends a
message to each of its new transactions, so they become
associated with it. After receiving such a messageT1, T2,
andT5 will send the identifier ofD5 with each of their future
operation requests.

If a transaction’s request conflicts with a set of locks
already granted, and either the requesting transaction or one
of the transactions holding the locks already has a DDA, the
object knows about, no DDA has to be created. If there is
only one such DDA, the dependencies are reported to it and
all the other transactions will become associated with this
DDA. In case the transactions have different DDAs, they
have to be merged, as described in the following section.

5 A DDA has to have a unique identifier, and a total ordering on these
identifiers is needed. The same kind of identifiers as are used for transactions
can be employed.
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Fig. 1. Creation of a DDA

5.2 DDA merger

A conflicting lock request can create dependencies that lead
to a join of two or more connected components of the WFG
into one component. In this case, the DDAs responsible for
these components have to be merged. The initiation of a
merge is explained below. Here, the merging of two DDAs
is described; merging more than two DDAs is done analo-
gously.

When DDAs have to be merged, the DDA with the
higher identifier, i.e., the younger one, which we will re-
fer to as Dy, is merged into the older one, i.e., the one
with the lower identifier.Do will denote the older DDA. On
receiving a request to merge intoDo, Dy sends all the infor-
mation it has toDo. This includes the dependenciesDy has
received so far, the list of other DDAs that have previously
been merged into it, and some other administrative infor-
mation.Dy then records the identifier ofDo and becomes
passive. This means that from now onDy will forward all
the information relevant for deadlock detection it receives to
Do. This way messages sent toDy will still be processed.
WhenDo receives the merging message sent byDy, it adds
the received dependencies to its part of the WFG, thereby
checking for cycles. It also adds the other information it
got to the information it already has. Afterwards it sends a
message to each of the transactions it became responsible
for through the merger, so they become associated with it.
Additionally a message is sent to each DDA that has previ-
ously been merged intoDy, informing them that from now
on they should forward toDo instead of toDy. Note that
this is done only for efficiency reasons, to prevent building
forward chains between DDAs. It has no impact on the cor-
rectness of the algorithm, sinceDy forwards the information
it gets toDo anyway.

An example is given in Fig. 2. In this exampleD5 is
responsible forT1, T2, andT5 while T5 andT6 are associated
to D6. It is obvious thatD5 andD6 have to be merged, since
the dependencies they know about belong to one connected
component of the WFG. WhenD6 receives a request to
merge intoD5, in the first step it sends the information it
has toD5. In the second stepD5 informs T5 and T6 that
their DDA has changed, and finally, in the third step,D5
requestsD7 andD8 to change their forwards.

Note that only transactions are informed about the merg-
ing of their DDAs. This implies that only they know their
current DDA, or at least will get to know it within finite
time, while objects may still refer to a DDA already merged
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Fig. 2. Merging of two DDAs

into a new one. Due to the forwarding of messages, this will
not result in loss of information.

Initiation of a merge

The merge of two or more DDAs can be initiated by an
object or by a transaction. It is possible that different trans-
actions involved in a conflict on one object have different
DDAs. This means, that the conflict has caused the join of
two or more connected components of the WFG into one,
and therefore the corresponding DDAs have to be merged.
The object chooses one DDA to report the dependencies to,
and initiates the merging of the other DDAs involved, into
the chosen one. The merge is initiated by sending a list of
DDAs to be merged along with the dependencies. The cho-
sen DDA sends amergerequestmessage to each of these
DDAs.

The object chooses the DDA with the lowest identifier,
i.e., the oldest one. The oldest one is chosen in order to
avoid an infinite number of merges. In case the requesting
transaction has a DDA different from the oldest one, the de-
pendencies are sent indirectly, via the DDA of the requesting
transaction. The message then also contains amergerequest,
i.e., the information that the DDA has to merge into the older
DDA. Since each transaction can wait for only one object,
by sending the dependencies to the DDA of the requesting
transaction, the algorithm guarantees, that at each point of
time, only one DDA has outgoing edges from the node in
the WFG corresponding to one transaction. As will be shown
in Sect. 5.6, this is sufficient in order to avoid detection of
phantom deadlocks.

The merging of DDAs can also be initiated by a trans-
action. An example is shown in Fig. 3. If transactionT1 is
associated withD10, but has accessed objectO1 before it
became associated to this DDA, the object does not have
this information. When a conflict onO1 involving T1 arises,
the object can decide to send the dependencies toD5, since
it has the information thatT2 is associated to this DDA.
DependenciesT3 → T2 and T3 → T1 will be sent toD5.
Upon receiving the dependencies,D5 will send a message
to T1 andT3, informing them that they are associated with
it. WhenT1 receives this message, it will notice thatD5 and
D10 have dependencies it is involved in.T1 will then initiate
the merging ofD10 into D5. The message flow induced by
this example is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Transaction initiates merging

Fig. 4. Messages sent on a merge initiation by a transaction

A transaction does not become associated with the new
DDA immediately after it has initiated the merging of its
previous DDA into the new one. This happens only after the
new DDA confirms the merge, by sending asetmergedda
message to the transaction. Until then the transaction stays
associated with the old DDA. If the transaction immediately
changed its DDA the following could happen: Its new DDA
receives the information that the transaction waits for some
other transactions, before the previous DDA has merged into
it. This could result into two active DDAs having outgoing
edges from one transaction (node) in their WFGs, which
could possibly lead to the detection of phantom deadlocks.

5.3 Deadlock resolution

A DDA starts a deadlock detection every time it receives
new dependencies, i.e., it performs continuous detection. De-
pendencies an object sends to a DDA consist of one trans-
action waiting for a set of other transactions. Therefore, the
waiting transaction is a member of all cycles currently ex-
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isting in the part of the WFG the DDA is responsible for.
Hence, the deadlock detection involves only a depth-first
search, starting from the waiting transaction. If a cycle is
found, the DDA resolves it. Currently, this is done by choos-
ing the youngest transaction from the cycle to be aborted, if
there is only one cycle. If more than one cycle have arisen
through the new dependencies, the transaction whose wait
dependencies newly arrived is aborted, and therefore all cy-
cles get resolved. Since the DDA has complete information
about the cycles in its part of the graph, any other deadlock
resolution strategy could easily be integrated into the algo-
rithm. Note that this is a clear advantage over other deadlock
detection algorithms.

Apart from objects, a DDA can learn about new depen-
dencies from another DDA merging into it. Currently, the
algorithm runs a depth-first search starting from each new
node, i.e., treating each new node with its outgoing edges
as new dependencies. This could also easily be replaced by
a better strategy.

As will be explained in Sect. 5.5, for efficiency reasons,
a DDA records the transactions it has aborted and those it
knows have committed.

5.4 DDA termination

The simplest possibility is that a DDA terminates after it has
not received any message for a long enough period of time,
i.e., a timeout. In the current system, we have implemented
this version, since DDAs that are not needed any more cause
almost no overhead.

Another alternative is that a DDA terminates after all
transactions in its part of the WFG have terminated. One pos-
sibility is that a DDA collects additional information about
its part of the graph, i.e., about transactions which belong
to this part of the graph but the DDA does not yet know
of. The needed information can be provided by the trans-
actions (as part of the message the transaction sends to its
DDA upon its termination). This information is processed
only by active DDAs, which then request obsolete DDAs to
“dissolve”.

5.5 Data structures and pseudo-code for deadlock detection

For deadlock detection, the object’s structure has to be aug-
mented by a list of transactions accessing it and the DDAs
those transactions are associated with. Of course, each trans-
action needs to know its DDA (if it has one). As explained
in the previous section, after a transaction initiates a merge
of its current DDA into a new one, it waits for the con-
firmation of this merge before it becomes associated with
the new DDA. In the meantime, it stores it innext. Mes-
sages from DDAs to a transaction can arrive in a different
order from the one in which they were sent. A transaction
can receive a message thatD5 has merged intoD4 before
it has learnt thatD5 is responsible for it. In order to avoid
unnecessary forwards of messages, a transaction stores the
setmergedda messages indda merges, until it can use the
information they contain. In the following, we will describe
the structure of a DDA, shown in Fig. 5.

T1
3
s

T2

T3

wfg

〈T7, T16, . . .〉
term tas

〈T1, T2, . . . , Tk〉
ta list

,

forw addr

〈D1, D2, . . . , Dj〉
dda list

Fig. 5. DDA structure

A DDA is an object having the following special at-
tributes: ta list, wfg, forw addr, dda list and term tas. The
ta list is a list of all transactions the DDA is currently re-
sponsible for. The WFG information is maintained in the
wfg structure. For a passive DDA, theforw addr contains
the address of the DDA the DDA has merged into. A DDA
maintains the DDAs that have merged into it indda list.
(These DDAs forward all their messages.) Dependencies in-
volving a transaction may be received after it has terminated.
To avoid adding this transaction again to thewfg, the DDA
keeps track of the transactions that have terminated, i.e., it
has aborted or it knows have committed, interm tas. This
information is needed only for efficiency reasons, i.e., to
avoid unnecessarysetdda andsetmergedda messages and
to keep the WFGs smaller.6 Note that this should also be
done in other algorithms explicitly maintaining a WFG.

5.5.1 Code for objects

The only change in the objects’ code has to be made for the
case a lock needed for an operation execution requested by
a transaction cannot be granted. In this case, the object has
to determine a DDA to send the dependencies to.

– An operation request from transactionTj is received

receive operationrequest
if lock can be granted
then grant lock
else(conflict with locks held byT1, . . . , Tn)

determine DDA (create a new one if there
is no DDA)

senddependencies and DDAs to be merged
into DDA (to determined DDA)

updateTA/DDA Association List
fi

Determining a DDA is done as follows. IfTj is already as-
sociated with a DDA, this one is chosen. The object chooses
the DDA with the lowest identifier from the set of DDAs the
transactionsT1, . . . , Tn are associated with ifTj is not al-
ready associated with a DDA. It is possible that transactions
T1, . . . , Tn, andTj are associated with different DDAs.7 This
causes a merge of these DDAs into the one with the lowest
identifier. Note that the dependencies, along with the list of
DDAs that have to be merged, are sent to the DDA ofTj

6 For the extension of the algorithm for the AND model at least aborted
transactions have to be recorded interm tas in order to prevent detection
of phantom deadlocks.

7 TransactionsT1, . . . , Tn may not conflict, e.g., if they all perform a
read on the object, so they can have different DDAs.
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(if it has one). If this DDA has to be merged into another
DDA, the message also contains a merge request.

The object relies only on its own information about trans-
actions being associated with DDAs when it determines a
DDA. This information might be stale and lead to additional
overhead (creating a DDA that is not needed), but it will not
lead to incorrectness (loss of information), since the trans-
actions will recognize the unnecessary creation and request
the merging of the DDAs.

When the object has finished the execution of an oper-
ation, it sends an acknowledgement to the requesting trans-
action. As described earlier, this message also contains the
DDA of the transaction, either the one the transaction has
sent with its request or, if the transaction did not have a DDA
but did cause dependencies, the one the object has sent these
dependencies to. If the object has initiated a merge of DDAs,
the transaction will learn about it from the DDA, not from
the object.

5.5.2 Code for transactions

Messages may not arrive in the order in which they were
sent, sosetmergedda andsetdda messages sent from dif-
ferent DDAs to a transaction may arrive in a “wrong” order.
The transaction deals with this by storing information from
receivedsetmergedda messages indda merges.

– TransactionTj requests an operation on objectOi

operation request
sendoperation request toOi (with my dda,

if Tj has one)
receiveoperationack([DDA new])
case

the operation request contained a DDA:
return

operationack does not contain a DDA:
return

default:
proceed as onreceive setdda
updatemy dda

end

If the operation request contained a DDA, the object sends
the dependencies (if the transaction had to wait) to this DDA
and returns its identifier to the transaction. This information
is not new to the transaction, the transaction may even have
the information that this DDA has already been merged into
another DDA. Therefore, it ignores it.

In case the transaction did not have a DDA when re-
questing the operation, it checks whether it has to initiate
a merge (as inreceive setdda). This can be the case if it
became associated with a different DDA while waiting for
operationack. In order to guarantee that only one DDA has
outgoing edges fromTj in its part of the WFG, the trans-
action becomes associated with the DDA it got from the
object, even if it has initiated the merging of this DDA. The
transaction stays associated with this DDA until it receives
a message that the merge has been accomplished.Tj may
already have this information indda mergeson receiving
operationack.

– TransactionTj receives asetdda(DDA new)

receive setdda(DDA new)
case

my dda = − : // not yet associated
// with any DDA

my dda := DDA new
next := DDA new

my dda = DDA new: // I knew it already
return

next/= DDA new:
initiate merging, if needed
updatenext

end

The DDA (identifier) stored innext is the DDA the transac-
tion is associated with or is to become associated with, but
waits for the message that its previous DDA has merged into
it. The transaction has to wait in order to guarantee that only
one DDA has outgoing edges from the nodeTj . To reduce
unnecessary forwards, the transaction always usesnext, not
my dda, for a merge.

In the last case, transactionTj checks (indda merges)
whether DDAnew has merged into some other DDA (Dn).
Tj then initiates merging ofDn (or DDA new if Dn does
not exist) andnext. Of course, no merging is needed ifDn

(or DDA new in case there is noDn) equalsnext.

– TransactionTj receives a
setmergedda(DDA new, DDA merged)

receive setmerge dda(DDA new, DDA merged)
insert received information indda merges
if my dda = − : // not yet associated

// with any DDA
then my dda := DDA new

next := DDA new
return

fi
if next> DDA new then next= DDA new fi
updatemy dda consideringdda merges

DDA merged is the DDA that has merged into DDAnew.
next represents the oldest DDATj knows it will be associ-
ated with, so in case DDAnew is older thannext, next is
updated.

my dda is updated to DDAnew or a DDA DDA new
has merged into.

5.5.3 Code for DDAs

When a DDA is merged into another DDA, it becomes
passive and forwards all messages it receives, exceptfor-
ward end and changeforward. Here, we consider only ac-
tive DDAs.

– DDA Dj receives a message from an object containing
a list of dependencies, a list of DDAs to be merged and
(possibly) amergerequest

receive dependencies(dependencies, list of DDAs,
[mergerequest])

filter out dependencies involving transactions
contained interm tas

add dependencies towfg
updateta list
sendsetdda(self) to all new transactions
if message does not containmergerequest
then sendmergerequest(self) to all (new) DDAs
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in the received list,
check for cycles inwfg

else(message containsmergerequest(DDA merge))
sendmergerequest(DDA merge) to all

(new) DDAs in the received list,
merge into DDAmerge

fi

The dependencies are always sent to the DDA of the blocked
transaction. If the object knows about a DDA (with a lower
identifier) of another transaction involved, it initiates a merge
by adding amergerequestto the message. The list of DDAs
to be merged is also sent along with the dependencies.Dj

requests the DDAs from the list to merge, either into itself
or into DDA merge. Of course, no message needs to be sent
to DDAs already merged intoDj .

– DDA receives amergerequest(DDA new)

receive mergerequest(DDA new)
if own id > DDA new
then mergeinto DDA new
else if own id < DDA new

then sendmergerequestto DDA new
fi

fi

The case that the identifier of the DDA receiving the message
is smaller than the identifier of DDAnew can arise due to the
forwarding of messages. When this happens, the receiving
DDA sends amergerequestmessage to DDAnew.

– DDA receives amergeinto message

receive mergeinto(wfg, ta list, dda list, term tas)
updateta list andwfg according to receivedterm tas
filter out received information involving transactions

contained interm tas
sendsetmergedda to all transactions in

the receivedta list
update ownta list
sendchangeforward to all DDAs in

the receiveddda list
append this list and the sender to owndda list
add receivedwfg to own wfg
append receivedterm tas to own term tas
check for cycles inwfg

5.6 Correctness issues

A deadlock detection algorithm is correct if all deadlocks
that occur in the system are detected in finite time and all
detected deadlocks really exist (at the time of their detection)
see Sect. 3. In this section, we will argue that the presented
DDA algorithm is correct under the following assumptions.

We assume that message passing is error-free, i.e., that
all messages that are sent arrive in finite time and are correct.
Also, the assumption is made that an existing dependency
Ti → Tj ceases to exist only if the transactionTj com-
mits or aborts. Under these assumptions, the proof by Wuu
and Bernstein [WB85] is applicable, saying that each cycle
in the global WFG indicates a deadlock in the system. It
also implies that each deadlock is permanent, i.e., a dead-
lock cannot be resolved without interference from outside.
In case this is not true, every deadlock detection algorithm

may detect phantom deadlocks, since it may detect a cy-
cle that has already been spontaneously resolved. Of course,
aborts on behalf of the deadlock detection algorithm are not
considered as spontaneous aborts.

5.6.1 All deadlocks are detected

Observation 1. All outgoing edges from one node are main-
tained in the same DDA.

This observation follows from the construction of the algo-
rithm. Outgoing edges from one transaction ariseiff a trans-
action waits for locks on one object. They are reported to
a DDA, and the waiting transaction learns about this DDA
before it can make any further lock requests. This implies
that after a transaction waits for the first time on some ob-
ject, it knows which DDA is responsible for it and sends this
DDA’s identifier with every following lock request. There-
fore, the objects on which the transaction waits at some later
point of time will send the dependencies that represent out-
going edges from the corresponding WFG node to the same
DDA.

If the (younger) DDA,Dy, one transaction is associated
with merges into another (older) DDA,Do, the transaction
becomes associated withDo, but only after its previous DDA
Dy became inactive. So at each point of time only one of
the DDAs contains outgoing edges from the corresponding
node of the WFG.

After merging intoDo the previous DDA,Dy, forwards
all dependencies it receives toDo, so no information is lost.

Observation 2. Let Ti be a node involved in a cycle
T1 → . . . → Tj → Ti → . . . → T1

of the global WFG. Then at some point of time the incoming
edge toTi involved in this cycle will be part of the WFG of
the same DDA having the outgoing edges fromTi in its part
of the graph.

From Observation 1 it follows that all outgoing edges from
Ti are administrated by one DDA, sayDc. Ti has the in-
formation that it is associated withDc, or a DDA merged
into Dc. If Ti is involved in a cycle, then there is an edge
Tj → Ti in the global WFG that is also part of this cycle.
The dependency represented by this edge was recognized by
an object and sent to a DDA. If it was sent toDc, nothing
has to be proved. If it was sent to some other DDA, this
DDA will inform Ti that it became its DDA.Ti will rec-
ognize that it has two DDAs and initiate their merging, so
eventually, a single DDA will have the edgeTj → Ti and
all the outgoing edges fromTi in its part of the WFG.

Observation 3. All deadlocks in the system will be detected
and resolved in finite time.

Let T1 → T2 → . . . → Tn → T1 constitute a cycle of
the global WFG. From Observation 2 follows that at some
point of time there will be one DDA having all outgoing
edges fromT1 and edgeTn → T1 in its part of the WFG.
This is particularly true for edgeT1 → T2, so the DDA will
also contain all outgoing edges fromT2 (Observation 2), in
particular edgeT2 → T3. Continuing this will lead to the
conclusion that at some point of time all edges involved in
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the cycle will be part of the WFG of one DDA. Note that
DDAs also merge “in direction” of the DDA with the lower
identifier; therefore, eventually, this process must terminate.

Since a DDA starts a deadlock detection each time it
receives new dependencies, the cycle will be detected and
resolved when the edge completing the cycle reaches the
DDA. As every deadlock is represented by a cycle in the
graph, every deadlock will be detected and resolved.

5.6.2 No phantom deadlock detection

Before showing that no phantom deadlocks are detected, we
have to analyze what could lead to their detection. Under
the assumptions we made, a deadlock cannot be resolved
spontaneously and each cycle in the global WFG indicates
a deadlock in the system. Therefore, the only possibilities
that a phantom deadlock could be detected are that the same
deadlock is detected by two different DDAs, or that, by
resolving one deadlock, another deadlock also gets resolved,
without the appropriate DDA noticing this.

One cycle can be detected at only one DDA, since each
dependency is reported to only one DDA and no other DDA
has knowledge about it, as long as this DDA is active. If the
DDA merges into another DDA, it sends the dependencies
to this DDA, and again only one DDA has them.

For edge-chasing algorithms, it is also true that each cy-
cle is detected only once. A problem, however, arises when
two cycles have at least one common node, as shown in
Fig. 6. If T20 (T10) is the transaction with the largest identi-
fier in the right-hand (left-hand) cycle, the following could
happen. The probe sent on behalf ofT20 passesT10 before
T10 is chosen as a victim to resolve the left-hand cycle. Then,
after resolving the left-hand cycle,T20 would be aborted to
break the right-hand cycle which does not exist any more
(due to abortingT10). This inherent problem of edge-chasing
algorithms was also reported in [RB88]. The above problem
cannot happen in our DDA scheme.

When a DDA aborts a transaction to resolve a cycle, it
removes all edges the corresponding node is involved in.
In particular, it removes all outgoing edges from this node.
Since only this DDA has outgoing edges from one node
(Observation 1), if the transaction was involved in more
than one cycle, all of these cycles will be removed from the
graph, so no wrong deadlock detection is possible.

In order to reduce the number of aborts due to dead-
locks even further, the DDA scheme employs the following

heuristics. If the transaction “closing” a cycle is involved in
more than one deadlock, this transaction is chosen as the vic-
tim. Such heuristics cannot be employed in an edge-chasing
approach.

Thus, there are two reasons why the edge-chasing algo-
rithms can be expected to induce more aborts. First, they
inherently detect some phantom deadlocks. Secondly, they
cannot deliberately choose transactions involved in several
cycles. This observation is also backed by our simulation
results in the next section.

5.7 Extension for the AND model

The DDA approach can easily be extended to detect dead-
locks in a model where one transaction can issue multiple
requests in parallel.

The only reason why the presented algorithm is not suf-
ficient for the AND model is that multiple requests of one
transaction could lead to more than one DDA being respon-
sible for it. Consider transactionT1 having no DDA at the
time it makes requests toO1 andO2. If at both objects de-
pendencies arise, the objects might send them to different
DDAs, or even create two DDAs for them. This could lead
to detection of phantom deadlocks, since both DDAs would
search for cyclesT1 is involved in. Note that this problem
does not occur ifT1 already has a DDA when it makes the
request, since the DDAs would properly merge before they
start looking for cycles.

To avoid this problem, when used in the AND model
the algorithm has to be extended as follows. Each transac-
tion gets adummyDDA assigned when it starts execution.
Objects treat the dummy DDA in the same way as a “nor-
mal” one, the difference is that a dummy DDA is instantiated
only when it receives a message, i.e., a dependency involv-
ing the transaction arises. Thus, each transaction always has
a DDA (and sends its identifier with every request it makes),
so no phantom deadlocks are detected.

6 Comparative performance evaluation

Many distributed deadlock detection algorithms have been
proposed, but only few quantitative comparisons of deadlock-
handling schemes in database systems exist. [ACM87] con-
centrated on a simulation study of various deadlock-handling
and deadlock avoidance algorithms in a centralized database
system. [Cho90] compares the algorithm of [CKST89] with
an algorithm that combines the path-pushing and the edge-
chasing approach. [Buk92] presents a comparison of a cen-
tralized and a distributed approach. In [YHL94], two edge-
chasing algorithms and the timeout approach were com-
pared.

In this section, we present the results of a much more
comprehensive simulation study that compares distributed
deadlock detection algorithms from different classes. The
algorithms we have analyzed are the DDA scheme, as a
representative of global state detection, the path-pushing
algorithm by Obermarck [Obe82], the edge-chasing algo-
rithm by Roesler et al. [RB89], and various timeout ap-
proaches. These algorithms cover all the different classes of
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algorithms, except the diffusing computation category. As
already described in Sect. 4.5.2, the diffusing computation-
based algorithms are not competitive for the restricted com-
putational models underlying database transactions. Dead-
locks occurring in the single resource and the AND model
can be detected much more effectively with inherently less
expensive algorithms, like the edge-chasing algorithms.

6.1 Simulation model

In our simulation model, a distributed database system con-
sists of an arbitrary but, for one simulation run, fixed number
of sites. Each site has one (time-shared) CPU server, so at
any point in time only one autonomously operating entity
(e.g., object, transaction, deadlock detector) can be active at
one site. A site is responsible for properly scheduling the en-
tities located on it. They are scheduled on a first-come/first-
serve basis. The system also models network latency: mes-
sages sent from one entity to another take different time, de-
pending on the distance between their locations. Messages
sent within a LAN take much less time than messages sent
between distant sites. For simplicity, we omitted modeling
I/O servers. However, we believe that this does not have an
impact on the performance of deadlock detection algorithms,
because it will equally influence the throughput and response
time achieved using different algorithms. To account for I/O
delays, some “thinking time” is incorporated in the duration
of operation execution.

Rather than having transactions enter the system at ar-
bitrary points in time, we started a number of transactions
at the beginning of a simulation run and the system then
preserved the same number of active transactions (multipro-
gramming level,mpl) throughout the simulation. Instead of
measuring a “cold start”, we let the system run for a while
and then, after the “warm-up phase”, started to record the
transaction processing. After completing the warm-up phase,
we recorded 10,000 commits and analyzed the results.

The warm-up phase was intended to bring the system
into a stable operational condition. It turned out that the dif-
ferent algorithms reach this stable condition after vastly dif-
ferent intervals. The real detection algorithms reach it quite
soon, whereas the timeout approaches are very sensitive to
prolonged high-load runs. We report several experiments to
demonstrate this effect.

When a transaction is initiated at a processor, it sends
its first operation request to the object it wants to access.
If the lock needed for this operation can be granted, the
object acknowledges the operation by sending a message to
the transaction. Upon receiving this message, the transaction
can send its next operation request. In case the lock cannot
be granted, the object manager takes actions depending on
the deadlock detection strategy used. If the edge-chasing
algorithm is used, the object manager generates a probe; if
the DDA approach is employed, dependencies are sent to
a DDA, or a DDA is created. In case of the path-pushing
algorithm and one of the timeout schemes the object manager
sends the dependencies to the local deadlock detector.

Once a transaction has executed all of its operation re-
quests, or was chosen as a victim of deadlock detection, it
starts a commit or abort by sending appropriate messages

to the objects it has accessed. An aborted transaction has to
be restarted after a restart delay. The delay varies for the
different experiments, depending on the transaction mix, but
is fix within one experiment. For a committed transaction, a
new one is started, at a random site, in order to maintain a
constantmpl, i.e., number of active transactions. The trans-
action to be started is chosen according to the transaction
mix specified for the experiment.

6.2 Implementation of the algorithms

The implementations of the edge-chasing and the DDA ap-
proaches are straightforward, as described in previous sec-
tions, because no adaptation to the computational model is
needed.

For the timeout approach, transactions were changed
such that a transaction sets a timeout each time it requests an
operation execution on an object. If the operation execution
is not acknowledged before the timeout expires, the transac-
tion aborts and is restarted after a restart delay. From now
on we will refer to this algorithm as thepure timeoutalgo-
rithm. The timeout approach augmented by a local deadlock
detector at each site will be called thetimeout&detection
algorithm. As in the pure timeout approach, a transaction
sets a timeout when it requests an operation execution and
aborts if the acknowledgement does not arrive before the
timeout expires. Additionally, an object sends dependencies
to its local deadlock detector when dependencies occur. The
detectors search for cycles in this local WFG and resolve
deadlocks they detect, so the victim releases its locks faster.

The path-pushing algorithm had to be adapted to our
computational model. In this algorithm, each transaction
starts execution on one site. If it wants to access data located
at some other site, the transaction creates anagent at that
site, if it does not already exist, which performs the request.
Agents of one transaction are correlated through a unique
transaction identifier. The algorithm assumes that, when a
transaction’s agent is created at a site, the local deadlock
detector automatically knows about it. Also, it assumes that
the detector knows to which site an agent has sent a request,
i.e., to which site it has moved its activity. In our imple-
mentation, we did not really move the transaction, but only
informed the detectors about the transaction’s current locus
of control. That is, when a transaction moves its activity to
another site, it has to inform the remote deadlock detector
about it, by sending a message to it. The transaction also
has to send a message to its current local detector.

We investigated the cost of this adaptation by not “charg-
ing” the corresponding messages, i.e., by not counting them
and letting them arrive immediately. This means that a re-
quest would cost as much as it costs in the other algorithms,
which is not quite fair, since the algorithm needs additional
information that cannot be obtained without any costs. How-
ever, except for the (modest) increase in the number of mes-
sages, this had only a minimal impact on the results.

This algorithm’s overhead is dominated by its handling
of the WFG; the costs for sending the messages informing
deadlock detectors about the current locus of control turned
out to be negligible. In a system in which some transactions
access objects at more than one or two sites, the parts of the
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WFG that have to be sent grow tremendously; therefore, it
takes a long time to construct the messages that have to be
sent and the receiver to “unpack” them. Also, since one edge
might be sent several times as part of different paths, even
with relatively small graphs the overhead becomes consider-
able. An important difference between this algorithm and the
other ones explicitly maintaining the WFG is that the path-
pushing scheme periodically exchanges parts of its WFG,
while the other algorithms continuously update it.

6.3 Performance experiments

We ran a number of experiments in order to study the per-
formance of the algorithms under different loads. In the first
scenario, we generated a load of only fairly short transac-
tions in a relatively homogeneous system representing one
LAN. In this environment, we analyzed the impact the time-
out value has on the performance of the timeout algorithms.
Also, the behavior of different algorithms under the given
load and the change in their behavior over time is studied.
The performance of the algorithms was analyzed in two more
scenarios. In the second scenario, the same environment as
in the first one was given, but a more typical load was in-
troduced: a mix of short and a small number of very long
transactions. The third scenario represents a WAN consisting
of several LANs.

The following performance measures were obtained from
the experiments: the number of messages, the restart ratio,
the throughput and the response time. The restart ratio is
defined as the number of aborts relative to the number of
transactions executed. The throughput is measured in the
number of committed transactions per millisecond, while the
response time is the time transactions stay in the system, i.e.,
the time from the moment a transaction is started until its
commit.

The simulation parameters used in the experiments are
given in Fig. 7. The number of objects used for the simula-
tion runs is relatively small, but larger object bases lead to
very few conflicts and even fewer deadlocks, so the behavior
of the algorithms could not be investigated. Also, as pointed
out in [ACM87], it is important to analyze the behavior of
the algorithms under workloads with high conflict probabili-
ties in order to evaluate their performance when “hot spots”
exist in a database.

The synchronization was based on semantic locking. All
objects were of the same type, having four operations; their
compatibility matrix is shown in Fig. 8.

The mpl used in the experiments varies depending on
the given load. It ranges from 50 to 400 in the experiments
where only short transactions were run; in other experiments,
in which a small percentage of long transactions were added
to the system, it varies between 10 and 300.

The transaction size, i.e., the number of accesses a trans-
action performs, is not given here, since we introduce differ-
ent types of transactions to study realistic load profiles. The
size ranges from the average size of 8 accesses, which is
relatively short, to the size of 100, representing long trans-
actions. Also, the likelihood of an access being local varies
for different transaction types. Therefore, the actual size of

No. of sites 100
No. of objects 10,000
mpl 10,..,300 (400)
Operation execution 25 milliseconds
Undo of an operation 15 milliseconds
Commit (per operation) 3 milliseconds
Message delay local 3 milliseconds
Message delay within a LAN 10 milliseconds
Message delay remote, in WAN 200 milliseconds
Receiving (sending) a message 0.5 milliseconds
Cycle detection
(DDA, timeout&detection)

1 milliseconds

Merging two DDAs 2 milliseconds

Fig. 7. Simulation parameter setting

op1 op2 op3 op4

op1 no – – –
op2 no yes – –
op3 no no yes –
op4 no yes yes yes

Fig. 8. Compatibility matrix

transactions and the probability of a request being local will
be specified for each experiment separately.

The system-based parameters (message delays, cycle de-
tection, etc.) are based on measurements in our local area
network. Other parameters are based on parameter settings
of other simulation studies [Buk92, Cho90], and our estimate
of their average realistic values.

For the path-pushing algorithm, the costs for handling the
WFG was experimentally derived. Other schemes explicitly
maintaining the WFG, i.e., the DDA and timeout&detection,
continuously update the WFG and search for cycles in it.
They insert new edges and only have to check whether these
edges lead to a cycle, since the WFG was acyclic before the
update. The path-pushing algorithm periodically updates the
WFG and only periodically searches for cycles in it. Each
time one site sends the paths of interest to another site, it
has to search its whole WFG for potential cycles that have
to be sent. The receiving site then has to exchange the old
for the newly arrived information. The time consumption for
these operations strongly depends on the size of the graph,
so we could not give an estimate for it, but had to calculate
the actual costs anew each time. The costs for performing
deadlock detection for this algorithm include building the
WFG by incorporating local and received dependencies and
analyzing it. Analyzing the WFG means finding all cycles
in it and identifying the paths that have to be sent to other
deadlock detectors. In our simulation system these costs to-
tal in 1/8 ms per edge in the paths the detector has received.
This cost measure was derived from performance experi-
ments conducted on a Sun SPARCstation10/20, with a Su-
perSPARC processor.

The path-pushing algorithm is very sensitive towards the
variation of the length of the interval after which it starts the
periodic deadlock detection. We have tuned the length of this
interval by running some simulations with different values
for it. This was done for each of the different scenarios.

Generally, the results we report constitute averages of
several simulation runs. The number of simulation runs per
experiment depends on the variation of the results. The stan-
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Average transaction size 8
Range of transaction size 4–12
Timeout values 1.5s, 3s, 5s, 10s
Interval for path-pushing 0.1s
Restart delay 1s
Transaction type 1
Likelihood of a lock
requested being local

100%

Share of type 1 50%
Transaction type 2
Likelihood of a lock
requested being local

60%

Share of type 2 50%

Fig. 9. Additional simulation parameters for scenario 1
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Fig. 10. Throughput for different timeout intervals

dard deviations of the recorded results are shown (as error-
bars) in the graphs.

6.3.1 Scenario 1: only short transactions in one LAN

In this scenario, we compare the different algorithms when
the system’s load consists of short transactions only, as was
done in other simulation studies [Cho90, Buk92, ACM87].
Though this is not a realistic scenario in a highly distributed
system, since it represents only one part of the typical load,
it helps understanding the algorithms.

Parameters used in this simulation are given in Fig. 9.
Most operation execution requests made by these transac-
tions will be local: we introduced two types of transactions,
one making only local requests, and the other making 60%
local and 40% requests to randomly chosen objects in the
system.

Adjusting the timeout interval

We have varied the values for the timeout interval in order to
determine the optimal value for it. As described in [ACM87],
the optimal timeout interval depends on the given workload
and thempl. Too short as well as too long timeout dura-
tions lead to performance degradation. A small value leads
to too many restarts, a large timeout interval degrades the
performance, because deadlocks stay in the system for too
long.
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Fig. 11. Behavior over time,mpl 300

Fig. 10 demonstrates the variations in the throughput in-
duced by different intervals. The optimal value for the time-
out&detection algorithm is about 5 s. Decreasing the value to
1.5 s significantly reduces the performance. For smallmpls,
when the system’s load is low and deadlocks are rare, the
algorithm performs well even for a short timeout interval,
but with higher load it causes too many restarts. A timeout
interval that is too long, e.g., 10 s in this set-up, leads to a
congestion of the system.

The pure timeout algorithm performs significantly worse
than the timeout&detection algorithm (in this scenario) for
all timeout intervals. For lowmpls the optimal timeout in-
terval is about 1.5 s, but on highmpls the throughput drops
below the one achieved with an interval of 3 s. Formpls
beyond 300 we could not obtain any results with the short
interval. An interval length of 3 s seems to be the best value
overall, although for lowmpls it is not optimal. A time-
out interval of 10 s performs poorly for anympl, due to the
congestion of the system it imposes.

The warm-up phase was 20,000 commits; as the next ex-
periment shows, the timeout approaches achieve about their
best throughput there.

Prolonged system operation under the same (high) load

This simulation experiment investigates the changes of the
algorithms’ performance over time under a relatively high
load. Figs. 11 and 12 show the behavior of the algorithms
over time for mpls of 300 and 400, respectively, starting
from a “cold” system. A point in the graph represents the
throughput achieved during the last 10,000 commits.

For bothmpls, the real detection algorithms become sta-
ble very fast8, whereas the timeout approaches reach a stable
state much later. The problem the pure timeout approach en-
counters is that it does not have a resolution strategy, but
aborts all transactions “creating problems”. The timeout&de-
tection algorithm partly alleviates this problem by truly re-
solving at least local deadlocks. When a number of transac-
tions try to execute operations that need conflicting locks, a

8 The high standard deviation of the path-pushing algorithm will be ex-
plained later
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Fig. 13. Throughput, warm-up phase 20,000

good resolution strategy guarantees that at least one of them
will finish, thus reducing the congestion. The timeout ap-
proaches accumulate these “problematic situations”, so after
some time almost no progress is possible. The pure time-
out algorithm degrades very fast from the beginning. The
timeout&detection algorithm maintains a surprisingly high
throughput level for a long time, even at thempl of 400,
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Fig. 14. Throughput, warm-up phase 70,000

but then degenerates to a very low throughput. Note that the
relatively high locality of the transactions is favorable for
this algorithm.

The throughput of the real deadlock detection algorithms
does not decrease over time, because they systematically
resolve the occurring problems, not allowing them to stay in
the system forever. The costs for this problem solving is the
reason why at the beginning the timeout algorithms perform
better; the price for their high throughput at the beginning
is a very low throughput later on.

Variation of the mpl

The throughput results of the algorithms with a short warm-
up phase (20,000 Commits) and a long warm-up phase
(70,000 commits) are summarized in Figs. 13 and 14, re-
spectively. The measured results in Fig. 13, for thempls of
300 and 400, correspond to the left vertical lines in Figs. 11
and 12, while the results shown in Fig. 14 correspond to
the right vertical lines. For the timeout approaches, only the
(previously measured) optimal timeout values are consid-
ered.

As could be expected from Figs. 11 and 12, the real
deadlock detection schemes achieve approximately the same
throughput after both the long and short warm-up phase.
The timeout approaches have a much lower throughput af-
ter the longer warm-up phase for reasons explained above.
The circled value in Fig. 14 shows the result for the time-
out&detection algorithm as far as we could obtain it. We had
to stop some of the simulation runs, since they ran for hours
on our fastest machines (Sun’s Ultras) without making any
progress. Formplsbeyond 300, we could not obtain any re-
sults. After a long warm-up phase, the DDA performs much
better than the other algorithms, as demonstrated in Fig. 14.

The results the algorithms have achieved with a warm-up
phase of 20,000 will be discussed next, while additional re-
sults measured with the long warm-up phase will be omitted,
since they would not convey any new information.

For low mpls, where conflicts are rare, the algorithms
perform alike, except for the pure timeout approach, which
unnecessarily aborts too many transactions and thus per-
forms poorly. The given load is ideal for the timeout&detec-
tion algorithm. Most deadlocks here are local and can there-
fore be detected by the local deadlock detector; thus, the al-
gorithm resolves these deadlocks faster than other distributed
algorithms. Therefore, for highmpls, a tuned timeout value
and a short warm-up phase, the timeout&detection algorithm
performs better than other algorithms.

The DDA outperforms the other algorithms, even after
a short warm-up phase: the edge-chasing, the path-pushing
and the pure timeout approach. The reason for the poor per-
formance of the pure timeout approach was explained pre-
viously, the results achieved by the edge-chasing and the
path-pushing algorithms are discussed below.

As pointed out in previous work [RB88], the perfor-
mance of distributed deadlock detection algorithms strongly
depends on the number of messages they induce. With
the increase of the system’s load, the number of messages
the edge-chasing algorithm generates grows drastically (see
Fig. 15), leading to a decrease in the throughput.
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Fig. 16. Response time, warm-up phase 20,000

Obermarck’s path-pushing algorithm appears to be more
robust than the edge-chasing algorithm for lowermpls, but
completely deteriorates for highermpls. Some of the simu-
lation runs beyond thempl of 300 exceeded our computing
facilities and some of them had no chance of ever getting
done, i.e., to finish the required 10,000 transactions, so we
had to stop them. It turned out that the path-pushing al-
gorithm is very sensitive to a “degeneration” of the WFG,
meaning that the WFG becomes large with lots of cycles in
it. Unfortunately, this situation occurred randomly in a num-
ber of simulation runs. This is also the reason for the high
standard deviation of the simulation results of this algorithm.

The number of messages induced by the DDA approach
does not significantly increase with a growingmpl. The rea-
son is that, even at highmpls, each dependency is sent only
once from an object to a DDA. Of course, there will be more
merges when thempl is higher, but only in the beginning,
before the centers of locality have built. Also, merging does
not induce high message traffic.

Apart from the throughput and the number of messages
sent during the simulation, we have also measured the re-
sponse time of transactions. The huge number of messages
the edge-chasing algorithm induces, and the time the path-
pushing algorithm spends constructing the WFG and search-
ing for cycles in it, increases the response time of transac-
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Fig. 17. Restart ratio, warm-up phase 20,000

tions, see Fig. 16. The response time achieved by the DDA
algorithm is much shorter than for the path-pushing and the
edge-chasing algorithms, but longer than for the timeout ap-
proaches. Note that only the response times of committed
transactions are considered. This favors the timeout schemes,
since transactions staying in the system for a long time that
have not yet finished, i.e., some of the problematic transac-
tions which are aborted again and again, are not included in
these measurements.

The restart ratio of the different algorithms is as one
would expect, see Fig. 17. The DDA does not detect phan-
tom deadlocks and therefore aborts less transactions than the
other algorithms, although the differences in this experiment
are not too significant.

6.3.2 Scenario 2: mix of transactions in one LAN

In this scenario we examine the behavior of algorithms in
the same environment as in the first one, but with a more
realistic transaction mix. Additional simulation parameters
are given in Fig. 18.

The load in the following experiment consists of three
types of transactions: relatively short transactions, accessing
only local objects, transactions twice that length, accessing
local objects with a probability of 60% and remote ones
with 40%, and a few long transactions, accessing randomly
chosen objects.

Throughput

This mix of transactions induces a heavier load on the system
than was the case in the first scenario, so the maximum
throughput is lower and is obtained at a lowermpl. The
reason is that longer transactions hold locks for a long period
of time, and therefore all transactions waiting for these locks
also stay longer in the system (even if they are short and only
conflicts, but no deadlocks, occur).

Due to the higher load, the system stabilizes much faster.
Fig. 19 demonstrates this for thempl of 150. This leads to
a small standard deviation in the measurements, which is in
most cases not even visible in the graphs. For Obermarck’s
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Timeout value 5s
Interval for path-pushing 0.1s
Restart delay 5s
Transaction type 1
Average transaction size 8
Range of transaction size 4–12
Likelihood of a lock
requested being local

100%

Share of type 1 30%
Transaction type 2
Average transaction size 16
Range of transaction size 12–20
Likelihood of a lock
requested being local

60%

Share of type 2 68%
Transaction type 3
Transaction size 100
Access pattern random
Share of type 3 2%

Fig. 18. Additional simulation parameters for scenario 2
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Fig. 19. Behavior over time, mpl 150

path-pushing algorithm, we could not obtain results for the
mpl of 150, since the algorithm induced an enormous over-
head, exceeding our computing facilities.

In this scenario, the DDA scheme outperforms the other
algorithms, see Fig. 20. For lowermpls, the edge-chasing
algorithm performs almost as good as the DDA scheme,
since the number of probes sent is not too large. With an
increasingmpl, the number of messages sent by the edge-
chasing algorithm drastically grows (compared to the DDA
scheme) and the throughput degrades. For thempl of 150
the DDA achieves a throughput between 24% and 35%
higher than the edge-chasing algorithm, cf. Figs. 19 and 20.
For thempl of 250, the DDA achieves a 90%, and for the
mpl of 300 even a 117%, higher throughput than Roesler’s
edge-chasing algorithm. The timeout approaches also per-
form poorly, since they again accumulate “problems” (in
this scenario even faster than in the first one). For thempl
of 150, the DDA performs between 46% and 67% better than
the timeout&detection algorithm9, cf. Fig. 19. Anmpl of 300
even leads to a 263% higher throughput by the DDA com-
pared to the timeout&detection algorithm, cf. Fig. 20. In this

9 Considering only results after the warm-up phase, i.e., 20,000 commits
for this experiment.
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Fig. 20. Throughput, warm-up phase 20,000
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scenario, the locality of transactions is not as high as in the
previous one, so many deadlocks involve objects from two
(sometimes even more) sites, leading to almost equal per-
formance of the pure timeout and timeout&detection algo-
rithms. The path-pushing algorithm by Obermarck achieves
a low throughput even for lowmpls. As explained above, the
algorithm is sensitive to large WFGs, so, formpls beyond
100, we could not obtain any results.

The reason for the poor performance of the edge-chasing
algorithm is that it induces a high overhead by sending a
large number of probes, see Fig. 21. The timeout approaches
also send many messages due to the enormous number of
aborted transactions, as will be explained later. The time-
out&detection algorithm sends even more messages than the
pure timeout algorithm, since additional deadlock detection
messages are sent.

Both timeout approaches favor short transactions more
than long ones, as can be seen in Figs. 22–24. Fig. 22 shows
the average response time per operation over all transaction
types. Here, the response time is given in milliseconds per
operation, because of the wide range of the transactions’
lengths. The DDA achieves the best response time. The
edge-chasing algorithm has a poor response time, again be-
cause of the large number of probes it induces. The response
times of the timeout approaches are long, because they disad-
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Fig. 22. Response time, all transactions
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Fig. 23. Response time, short transactions

vantage long transactions. This becomes evident when the
response times for transactions of different types are ex-
amined separately. For transactions of type 1 and 2, i.e.,
relatively short transactions, the timeout algorithms achieve
much better response times than the edge-chasing algorithm
and even than the DDA scheme. Fig. 23 shows the response
times of transactions of type 1 and 2. However, for type 3,
i.e., long transactions, the timeout algorithms achieve a poor
response time, see Fig. 24, since these transactions are often
aborted. This is not true for the DDA and the edge-chasing
algorithm, since they favor old, not short, transactions in or-
der to guarantee forward progress of all transaction types.
Note that here only committed transactions are considered,
so transactions that have been in the system for a long time,
but have still not committed are not included in the results,
which favors the timeout approaches.

The restart ratio of the algorithms is shown in Fig. 25.
The timeout approaches abort a transaction on the average
15 times, on thempl of 300. Aborting a transaction so many
times implies that much more messages have to be sent,
explaining Fig. 21.
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6.3.3 Scenario 3: mix of transactions in a WAN

In the last experiment, we analyze the algorithms in a WAN
environment, consisting of several LANs. We have utilized
the transaction types10 from scenario 2 and added one new
type, which accesses only local objects and objects within
the LAN it is started in. The additional simulation parameters
are given in Fig. 26. In order to simulate the irregularities
of message delivery in a WAN, we introduced network dis-
turbances. Every 10 s the connection between two randomly
chosen LANs was disturbed for a random time duration be-
tween 1 s and 5 s (in one direction only). This means that
sending of messages along this connection would be delayed,
meaning that the arrival of messages would be postponed up
to the length of the disturbance.

Throughput

The throughput of the algorithms measured in this exper-
iment is presented in Fig. 27. It shows the superiority of
the real deadlock detection algorithms over the timeout ap-
proaches, although they have been tuned for this experiment.

10 However, non-local accesses of these transactions constitute WAN-
wide accesses.
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Number of LANs 5
Number of sites per LAN 20
Timeout value 5s, 7s
Restart delay 5s

Every 10s for 1s–5s
Network disturbances between two random

LANs
Transaction type 1, as in load 2
Share of type 1 35%
Transaction type 2, as in load 2
Share of type 2 13%
Transaction type 3, as in load 2
Share of type 3 2%
Transaction type 4
Average transaction size 8
Range of transaction size 4–12
Likelihood of a lock
requested being local

60%

Likelihood of a lock
requested being in same LAN

40%

Share of type 4 50%

Fig. 26. Additional simulation parameters for scenario 3
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Fig. 27. Throughput

Again, on lowmpls the algorithms perform alike, but as the
mpl increases, the throughput of the timeout approaches sig-
nificantly drops. For thempl of 200, the DDA and the edge-
chasing algorithm achieve a throughput about 95% higher
than the timeout approaches. The path-pushing algorithm by
Obermarck again performs poorly on highermpls because
of the large WFGs it constructs, so we could not obtain any
values formplsbeyond 200.

In this experiment, the edge-chasing algorithm and the
DDA perform alike. This is surprising, since the DDA
scheme outperformed it in the previous experiments. The
reason is that the long message delays will, in some rare
cases, postpone the detection of deadlocks by a DDA. Also,
in the given environment, the DDA may sometimes take
longer to detect local deadlocks – in case two DDAs mainly
responsible for deadlock detection in different centers of lo-
cality merge. When the reason for the merge disappears,
i.e., the centers of locality split up again, it takes some time
before new dedicated DDAs form again.

Also, the number of messages, the restart ratio and the
response time have been measured, but these graphs did not

reveal any new information, so we will not present them
here.

6.4 Summary of the experiments

In this section, we reported on a thorough simulation study of
the behavior of deadlock detection algorithms for distributed
DBMSs in different environments. We ran quite a number
of simulation experiments for many different database con-
figurations, only a fraction of which could be presented here.
However, they all showed the same relative trends that were
observed in those experiments we discussed here.

Our study showed the importance and the difficulty of
determining a good timeout interval for the timeout ap-
proaches, since it varies depending on the given load and
the mpl.

The behavior of the algorithms over time was ana-
lyzed, showing the stability of the DDA and the edge-
chasing scheme, and the lacking robustness of the timeout
approaches over prolonged heavy system loads, even when
only relatively short transactions are involved.

On loads including mainly short but also a few long
transactions, as introduced with the second scenario, all algo-
rithms stabilized very rapidly, on different throughput levels.
The DDA outperformed the other algorithms in this scenario
by achieving a significantly higher throughput. The timeout
algorithms performed much worse from the very beginning,
while the edge-chasing algorithm performed well on low
mpls, but deteriorated on highermpls. The path-pushing al-
gorithm performed better than the edge-chasing algorithm
on lower mpls in the first scenario, but showed very poor
performance in the other scenarios. In some of them, no
simulation results could be obtained for this algorithm.

In the last experiment, simulating a WAN environment,
the timeout approaches performed poorly on highermpls.
The DDA and the edge-chasing algorithm achieved a much
higher throughput.

The simulations show that overall the DDA outperforms
the other true deadlock detection algorithms. It performs
better or as good as other algorithms in all the different
scenarios. Additionally, the DDA is the only algorithm of
the analyzed ones that showed robustness towards different
loads. For each of the other algorithms, there was at least one
experiment where we could either not obtain results for all
mpls, or the throughput degraded almost to zero. The robust-
ness of an algorithm is of great importance, especially in a
distributed system, where no global load control is feasible.

The reason the DDA outperforms the other algorithms
is because it is robust against very high loads, i.e., it does
not “explode” when the load increases. It establishes DDAs
for the centers of locality, which resolve deadlocks in these
centers. Each dependency is sent only once from an object
to a DDA, so the number of messages does not increase
significantly and deadlocks can be detected quickly, since
the information has short “travel time”.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, deadlocks in distributed DBMSs have been
analyzed. We identified the deadlock models that are rep-
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resented in DBMSs and gave a detailed survey of existing
algorithms for these models.

We have devised a new distributed deadlock detection
algorithm, based on dynamically created deadlock detection
agents (DDAs). A DDA is responsible for one connected
component of the WFG. When a new component emerges,
a new DDA is created. In case two previously uncon-
nected components interconnect, the corresponding DDAs
will merge. When a component dissolves, the DDA termi-
nates after some time. Thus, the DDA scheme adapts very
well to shifting hot spots and varying loads.

The paper also reports on a very thorough simulation
study of deadlock detection algorithms, which shows that
the DDA scheme outperforms the other algorithms and is
robust towards all the different loads. Therefore, we have
implemented DDAs in our persistent, distributed system of
autonomously operating objects, called AutO [KGI+97].

The computational model of AutO basically corresponds
to the one described in Sect. 2. Objects are extended by
an autonomous behavior, which is modeled through asyn-
chronous message passing. Object managers are integrated
into the objects, i.e., objects autonomously manage their re-
sources, e.g., locks. Transactions, i.e., transaction managers,
are also realized as autonomous objects.

AutO operates on many different sites connected through
the Internet. It is fully implemented in Java, so it can run
on a wide variety of platforms. Such a system has to be
robust and reliable with respect to different workloads and
access profiles. Based on the results of our simulation study,
we chose the DDA as the best deadlock detection algorithm
for our purpose. Porting the DDA-code from the simulation
system into Java we were able to very quickly implement
the deadlock detection method, which has proven to be very
robust in a “real” system, just as the simulation results have
indicated.
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